
Getting started with Computer Control

GET TO KNOW: COMPUTER CONTROL GRID SET
1.0

The Computer Control grid set allows a user to effectively control Windows and applications with alternative pointers. 
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1.1 1. Launch the Computer Control grid set. Use the left click and double click with zoom to open Windows Explorer

2. Lock double click on and open a number of fi les/ folders

3. Go to settings and change the mouse click zoom to click time

TASK: SETTING UP THE GRID SET

1.2

PRACTICE

• Try navigating for a few minutes through your fi les and folders without physically clicking your mouse or track pad

• Experiment with the drag feature to reposition items in a folder on your desktop

• Change the computer control click method (settings/ access/ pointer) from zoom to click to dwell to click. Which do you prefer? 

Think about when zoom or click or dwell to click might be more effective

• Make the grid larger using the tools functions



GET TO KNOW: COMPUTER CONTROL FOR SWITCHES

2.0 Computer Control for switches Grid Set. This grid set allows a user with switches (and other access methods) to more effectively control 

Windows with less ‘direct’ selections. 

TASK: LAUNCH THE GRID SET

2.1 1. Launch the Computer Control for switches grid set

2. Set up switches using your keyboard (Menu/ settings/ access/ switches) Use the keyboard as your connector. By default, the 

numbers 1 and 2 will activate your switches. Change the activation method from ‘automatically advance’ to ‘tap to advance’/ 

Switch 1 should be set to activate, switch 2 set to advance. Test the settings then exit

3. Navigate to the Smartbox website using the start page and scroll the page using the arrows page in the grid set

4. Using the keyboard shortcuts, leave the Chrome web browser one and navigate to the keyboard page in the grid set. Use CTRL 

+ T to open a duplicate webpage
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PRACTICE

2.2 Open Word or WordPad on your computer with just your  mouse. Now, using Grid, explore the Windows jump cell on your grid set. 

Find out how you can manipulate a window using just your ‘switches’ (though mouse clicks on these cells should be effective)

On the arrows page you will fi nd a blank cell. Enter edit mode and create a cell that completes the keyboard shortcut in an 

application. In Chrome, CTRL + T makes a duplicate page. Other common keystrokes that work across many applications include 

CTRL + P (print) and CTRL + A (select all).  Try making another cell with one of these commands in. 
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GET TO KNOW: CELL FUNCTIONS

3.0 In this section you will get to know the cells that open programs quickly, learn how to move the mouse pointer and click switches. You will 

also fi nd out how to use Online Grids to access other Computer Control grid sets.
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TASK: NAVIGATING YOUR SCREEN

3.1 1. Navigate to the Start jump cell. Try the existing program buttons set up for Word and Chrome

2. Navigate to the mouse jump cell. Using the mouse move functions and clicking options only, close the application you have just 

opened

3. Go back to Grid Explorer then select the menu and add a grid set. Explore Online Grids. Use the category options to see what is 

available for Computer Control
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PRACTICE

3.2 1. Create your own Start button. Open an application such as PowerPoint or another web browser. In edit mode, note that the 

existing example buttons, use a command called Start Program. Select a blank cell and add this command. Select the program 

you already have open. Click OK and exit edit mode. Close the program you had opened and test your new cell which should 

automatically open your program

2. Try adding some computer control grid sets designed to control specifi c applications. This will depend on what programs you 

have on your computer.  Some suggestions include Skype, Microsoft and computer control for web access 

3. Try some ‘easier access’ computer control grid sets. Youtube computer control offers a combination of full screen and computer 

control to support access. Add the new Fast Talker large cells grid set and explore the larger cell computer grids


